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1. Introduction
Research for alternative battery systems with
more storage capacity and affordable prices is
necessary. Only with a breakthrough in battery
technologies, electric vehicles have a better
chance on the mass market.

“Electric cars will remain mostly niche products
until they have a range of 800 kilometers, or
roughly 500 miles, with an affordable battery.”
- Dr. Winfried W. Wilcke (Senior Manager IBM Research Center)

2. Three Future Batteries
Lithium-Air
• Lightweight
electrodes
• High energy
density
• Solid
electrolyte
interface
• Affordable
materials

Zinc-Air

• Air preparation is
necessary
• Dendrite
growth 
bad cycling,
low lifetime
• Charing
overpotential

• Long life
• Noninflammable
• Non-toxic
• Recyclable
components
• Low costs
• High energy
density

Lithium-Sulfur

• Dendrite
growth
• Shape
change 
loss of
usable
capacity
• Hydrogen
evolution

• High energy
density
• Non-toxic
• Noninflammable
• S seventeen
richest
element in
the earth

• S is an
electrical
insulator
• Volume expansion of S
• Many requirements
for the
electrolyte
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[1] Value calculated with specific capacity = theoretical gravimetric energy density / nominal voltage

Requirements for
EVs

4. Conclusion
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Lithium-air, zinc-air and lithium-sulfur batteries
seem to have a high potential for the future
and could replace lithium ion batteries
prospectively.
Nevertheless, the constant development of
reliable batteries with more storage capacity
and affordable prices is crucial for electric
vehicles and energy storage in general.
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